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This paper is a revised version of the published article listed below. The revision consists of a 
new title and the addition of nine illustrations which appear in the Chinese version of the book. 
Pu Miao 

"Introduction" 
In Pu Miao, ed., Public Places in Asia Pacific Cities: Current Issues and Strategies (Dordrecht, 
The Netherlands: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 2001), pp. 273-93 
 2001 Kluwer Academic Publishers 
 
本文源自下列已发表文章，但调整了标题并增加了九幅采自本书中文版的插图。 
缪朴缪朴缪朴缪朴 

““““导言导言导言导言”””” 
摘自缪朴编著《亚太城市的公共空间: 当前问题与对策》(荷兰: 克鲁尔学术出版公司, 2001
年)，273-93页 
 2001克鲁尔学术出版公司 
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1. The Subject Matter: Urban Public Places 
A visitor of Kuala Lumpur will hardly forget the experience of strolling among the 

fragrant fruits sold under the overhang of the five-foot walkway during a tropical downfall.  
Neither will one forget the miles and miles of neon-lit shopping arcades in Tokyo which are 
jammed by crowds of people even at ten o=clock in the evening. Public places, such as streets, 
squares, parks, as well as other types unique to Asia Pacific, are the Aeyes@ of a city, revealing its 
genius loci, people, and culture in a tangible and condensed way. This is why we use the word 
Aplace@ instead of Aspace@ in the title to emphasize the physical and site-specific dimensions of 
our subject (e.g., it is not about the economic Aspace@ of a market network) and to reflect our 
intention to study these settings not merely as physical forms, but also as milieus embedded in 
people=s social and cultural lives.1  

One cannot overstate the importance of public places. They are spaces which all residents 
in the city are entitled to use (even when a facility is not publicly owned).2 At the level of 
necessity, urban residents use them for circulation and commerce. People also visit malls and 
parks to relax or to meet other people. Over and above these functions, public places serve as 
physical landmarks for the urban environment and as ritual spaces that symbolize a cultural or 
political ideal.3 Because of their open accesses, public places often are the most inexpensive 
social and recreational facilities for the majority of urban residents who cannot afford private 
amenities such as clubs and golf courses. This mass-placating role of urban public places can be 
observed in societies ranging from ancient Rome to modern capitalist cities.4 Since most of the 
residents in Asia Pacific cities are still relatively poor, the success of public places helps to 
reinforce the stability of urban communities in the region.5  
 
2. The Location: Asia Pacific Region       

The term Asia Pacific in this book refers to the Asian countries along the Pacific rim, 
from Japan in the north, to Indonesia in the south, a region sometimes called East and Southeast 
Asia.6 Why do we focus on this region?  One obvious reason is the explosion of its urban 
population in recent decades. From 1985 to 1995 Asia Pacific cities gained more than 200 
million people, which accounted for more than one third of the global urban population increase 
for the same period.7 This phenomenon has to do with both a high urban growth rate (though not 
as high as those in some other areas such as Sub-Saharan Africa) and the large size of the 
region=s population base. 

What makes the Asia Pacific region different from other areas of high urban growth (such 
as South Asia and Middle East and North Africa) is the former=s fast and volatile economic 
development since the 1950s. During the 1985-1995 period cited above, the region enjoyed a 
7.2% average annual increase in GNP per capita, in contrast with the 0.8% of the world average.8 
The worldwide effect of the 1997 Asian financial crisis supplied another evidence of the rising 
importance of the region to the global economy.9 The rapid economic and urban population 
growths have transformed Asia Pacific cities--the major settings of industrialization--into busy 
construction sites. For example, Shanghai had about 8,000 projects simultaneously under 
construction in 1995.10 Every year, in addition to freeways and housing, numerous new shopping 
malls, civic plazas and other public facilities reveal themselves from behind dismantled 
scaffolding, often accompanied by the demolition of acres of traditional urban fabric.     
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Building on their geographical proximity and historical patterns of regional immigration, 
trading, and cultural exchanges, contemporary Asia Pacific cities are forging a Amutually 
reinforcing, interdependent web@ of modern industrial economies. For example, Japan, South 
Korea, Singapore, Hong Kong, and Taiwan together made 67.9% of Foreign Direct Investment 
received by Southeast Asian countries, comparing with the 4.8% from the United States. 
Research has also shown that Asia Pacific countries have developed a greater regional 
interdependency in trade relationship and division of labor since the 1980s.11 Given such close 
ties in economic infrastructures, it is no wonder for one to observe a regional cultural 
assimilation,  which apart from Japanese soap operas and Singapore-styled condominium 
management, also includes ways to shape urban spaces in the region. 
                
3. The Purpose of the Book: For the Makers of Public Places 

The United Nations has predicted that by the year 2015 the number of Asian cities with 
more than five million people will be four times greater than those in Europe and the US 
combined.12 It is a huge task to provide such massive populations with sufficient and 
well-designed public spaces at such a fast pace. Since rapid urban growth will not wait for the 
discovery of a perfect model, it is also an urgent task for all parties concerned with the making of 
public space, such as architects, urban designers and planners, developers, researchers, 
government administrators, and potential users, to constantly assess what has been done in the 
field and to disseminate the current findings to their colleagues and to the public.  

However, few updated English publications and other channels exist for dialogues on our 
subject whose proper name is urban design, a discipline aiming at making rather than merely 
contemplating, and a field Aat the interface between architecture and planning but is quite distinct 
from both disciplines.@13 Even though a fair amount of literature and conferences about Asian 
cities has appeared and taken place recently, most of them are about city/regional planning or 
studies of immaterial (e.g., economic or political) Aspaces.@ Physical places of human scales, such 
as a street or market, remain absent in the discussions. Even when such a place was occasionally 
mentioned, the study usually focused on its history or political symbolism rather than its 
functional and visual presences in today=s daily life.14 This explains why Asian urban designers 
tend to consult research drawing framework and examples mainly from the experience of 
Western (European and North American) cities. Many findings of these works appear universally 
applicable.15 However, Asia Pacific cities cannot rely on copying the patterns of Western 
developed countries. Due to the unique demographic, social/cultural, and economic conditions 
(to be discussed later in this Introduction), these cities have to find their own ways to develop 
their public spaces. 

Recognizing the great need of a forum or clearinghouse, the School of Architecture, 
University of Hawaii at Manoa has sponsored the biannual International Symposium on Asia 
Pacific Architecture since 1995, with the 1997 symposium devoted to AThe Making of Public 
Places.@ Coauthored by selected contributors from the 1997 Symposium, this volume is intended 
to fill the gap in current publications.16 The preparation of the book has paralleled with the 
unfolding of the 1997 Asian financial crisis. The situation temporarily delayed the progress of the 
project, because we wanted to incorporate the many possible new findings that emerged from the 
crisis. The incident itself further demonstrated the urgency for the constant exchange of ideas, as 
argued before.  
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The book has the following unique features. It emphasizes original research with concrete 
recommendations to practice, rather than detached theoretical contemplation on data from other 
sources. The book focuses on the contemporary use and design (i.e., within the past three decades) 
of public places rather than historical facts. History is studied, when necessary, only in terms of 
its impact on today=s place making. With a majority of the countries in the region remaining 
developing economies, most of the inquires in this project stress the basic functions of public 
places rather than their formal styles which appear to be the preoccupation of several recent 
major urban design competitions in Europe and North America.  

Not intended as merely an academic publication, the book draws its strength from the fact 
that, in addition to conducting academic research, most of its authors have first-hand experiences 
in the actual making of Asian public places, as architects, planners, artists, or developers. The 
mixture of authors both in and outside the region further ensures a balance between local 
concerns and global views, truly reflecting the international cooperation behind many 
achievements in the region.  

The book does not attempt to construct a unified, systematic theory which, though 
academically tempting, does not muster sufficient evidences in the field yet. Besides the lack of 
previous investigations, most major public construction projects have just emerged in Asia 
Pacific cities within the past few decades, and new issues and experiments surface every month 
(such as the many lessons to be learned from the 1997 financial crisis). This publication mainly 
intends to arouse people=s interest in the subject and to start the debate. It would be socially 
irresponsible to further delay such actions for the sake of theoretical perfection. Readers will find 
in this publication perspectives as diverse as, or even conflicting with, its authors= backgrounds 
and interests. But only through such a panoramic view can we present readers an accurate and 
up-to-date picture of Asia Pacific urban public places in their making. 

 
4. The Three Perspectives of the Book: Description, Criticism, and Intervention 

Different from discovering, making is problem-solving.17 As in any effort aimed at 
attacking a problem, this book will present its discussion from these inevitable perspectives, 
Awhat=s there,@ Awhat=s going wrong,@ and Awhat we are going to do about it,@ which will serve as 
the basis for the three parts of the book.        

Among the three parts, the five chapters in Part I will introduce readers to the forms of 
contemporary Asian urban public places in a largely matter-of-fact manner. To convey as much 
information as possible in such a limited space, we chose to study the types of public places 
rather than individual settings, focusing especially on those types unique to the region. Compared 
with the first part, discussions in Part II assume more Aopinionated@ stances. The four chapters 
will call attention to various problems, as perceived by the authors, in the current planning, 
design, financing, administration, use, and maintenance of public spaces in Asia Pacific cities. To 
respond to these challenges, the eight chapters in Part III exhibit a wide selection of 
design/planning strategies in the forms of general theory, typological research, and case studies. 
Fresh from field research or drafting tables, these ideas reflect diverse cultural values and 
professional focuses currently adopted by Asia Pacific scholars and designers.  

Even though there are more place types, problems, and solutions that exist than what are 
discussed in this volume, we tried to ensure that the book will cover the most important and 
typical ones, so that it will give readers a generally accurate portrait of what Asia Pacific urban 
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public places are. Since many chapters base their discussions on case studies, we do not 
mechanically enforce the three divisions to avoid spreading information concerning a case study 
too far apart. Therefore, an examination of a place type in Part I could be immediately followed 
by a short report of current problems in that type, or a critique in Part II could start with an 
outline of the basic facts about the public place questioned. Cross references to these situations 
will be listed at the ends of the three chapter summaries for the three parts in this Introduction. 

The following three sections in this Introduction will survey current findings and 
summarize related chapters from the three perspectives outlined above. I try to limit this survey 
to no more than a brief, chapter-length sketch, just enough to relate the case studies in the 
chapters to the general debates. After all, it is those interesting first-hand investigations that 
should take up most of the space.   

 
5. Perspective One: Characteristics of Asia Pacific Cities and Their Public Places 

Asia Pacific urban public places share several features which distinguish them from those 
in the Western cities. Why should we make comparisons this way? It is because modern Western 
cities provide the only precedents of industrial urbanization which Asian countries have aspired 
to since the 19th century. The fact that most Asian design/planning professionals are trained in the 
Western system further reinforces the Alearning-from-the-West@ attitude. However, our 
comparison does not imply that Asian cities must remodel themselves after the Western ones. In 
fact, many of the differences that the study reveals serve as a warning of blind imitation. 

Before we examine the shared features, it is important to point out that numerous 
disparities exist among Asia Pacific cities (the same can also be said of the AWestern@ cities). For 
example, in 1996 Japan, the only developed country in the region, had a GNP per capita which 
was four times South Korea=s, 35 times the Philippines=, and 55 times China=s.18 The poorer areas 
in the region (e.g., part of Southeast Asia and China) have a much lower rate of urbanization 
(about 20-50%) than that of higher-income areas (about 80-100%).19 While cities in those 
developing countries continue their expansion, counter-urbanization has occurred since the 1980s 
in the largest cities of Japan where, like in developed Western countries, people are moving from 
megalopolises into smaller cities.20 Countries in the region have also adopted various 
social/political systems. There are brands of socialism as diverse as those of capitalism. In 
comparison to East Asian countries where Confucianism and Buddhism exert major influence, 
cultures in Southeast Asia draw on additional sources of Hinduism, Islam, Catholicism, and 
indigenous traditions.21 The two subregions also have different climates, which means public 
spaces can be located in year-round shaded spots in the latter, but not so in the former. 

These economic, social, cultural and natural differences have had visible effects on public 
places. For instance, the bustling street markets, a scene familiar in the capitalist cities of 
Southeast Asia in the 1960s, were largely prohibited in the pre-reform socialist Hanoi. But as 
Ainformal@ businesses reappear in socialist cities now, they are retreating from the gentrified 
streets of Singapore and Kuala Lumpur.22  

Unlike the way we detect differences, however, common characteristics among Asia 
Pacific cities become salient when these cities are not compared with each other, but are 
contrasted with other groups, such as Western cities. Categorization and comparison remain 
powerful tools for human beings to comprehend the world, as long as we are aware of their 
limitations.  
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One cannot understand the public places of a city without knowing their urban context. 
Let us first examine a few general characteristics of Asia Pacific cities, selected in terms of their 
close ties to the formation of the public spaces.        
 
(1) High Population Density  

Being one of the most populous areas in the world, the Asia Pacific region also has higher 
population densities in its major cities than most of their Western counterparts (Table 1). In terms 
of gross residential density, about 20,000 to near 100,000 people live in each square kilometer of 
residential area in Asian cities, in comparison to 3,000 to 4,000 in most US cities.23 This explains 
why Shanghai and Seoul each accommodate six million people within seven and 10 kilometers 
of their city centers respectively, while such a population in Paris occupies a radius of 14 
kilometers.24  

In contrast to the Anglo-Saxon taste for a detached home in the country, a Shanghai 
survey shows that nearly 60% of the city=s residents were reluctant to exchange his/her 3-4 square 
meters of living space (often without a toilet) in the inner city for a relatively spacious suburban 
apartment with modern amenities and public green areas.25 Such data seem to support a  
speculation that Asian culture prefers living in crowds.26 Some scholars see high density living as 
a cure for the alarming urban sprawl in the West, others notice the negative effects of 
congestion.27 But no matter which way people see it, high density plays a critical role in shaping 
the small quantity, linear form, three-dimensional location, and intensive use of public space in 
an Asia Pacific city (see below and Chapter 13 on high-density design). In fact, one may venture 
that certain Acultural@ characteristics of Asian public places, such as their intensive use, may be 
partially attributed to the high density (Figure 1). 

  

 
 
Figure 1. The high-density environment of Hong Kong. 
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Table 1. Comparison of Populations, Residential Land Areas, and Population Densities between 
Selected Asia Pacific and Western Cities (1991) 
 

 
City 

 
Population (000) 

 
Area (km2) 

 
Population Density 

(per km2) 

 
Asia Pacific region: 

 
Hong Kong 

 
  5,693 

 
    60 

 
  95,560 

 
Jakarta 

 
  9,882 

 
   197 

 
  50,203 

 
Ho Chi Mihn City 

 
  3,725 

 
    80 

 
  46,397 

 
Shanghai 

 
  6,936 

 
   202 

 
  34,334 

 
Bangkok 

 
  5,955 

 
   264 

 
  22,540 

 
Manila 

 
 10,156 

 
   487 

 
  20,859 

 
Seoul 

 
 16,792 

 
   886 

 
  18,958 

 
Taipei  

 
  6,695  

 
   357 

 
  18,732  

 
Beijing 

 
  5,762 

 
   391 

 
  14,732 

 
Singapore 

 
  2,719 

 
   202 

 
  13,458 

 
Osaka-Kobe-Kyoto 

 
 13,872 

 
  1,282 

 
  10,820 

 
Tokyo-Yokohama 

 
 27,245 

 
  2,821 

 
   9,660 

 
Europe and North America: 

 
Paris 

 
  8,720 

 
  1,119 

 
   7,793 

 
New York 

 
 14,625 

 
  3,300 

 
   4,432 
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Berlin 

 
  3,021 

 
   710 

 
    4,257 

 
London 

 
  9,115 

 
  2,264 

 
    4,027 

 
Los Angeles 

 
 10,130 

 
  2,875 

 
    3,524 

 
Chicago 

 
  6,529   

 
  1,974    

 
    3,308     

 
Houston 

 
  2,329 

 
    803 

 
    2,900 

 
Note: Residential land area excludes parks, airports, industrial complexes, water, and areas with 
a population density less than 1,931 persons per km2 within the administrative area of a city. 
(Sources: US Census Bureau, APopulation of World=s Largest Cities,@ in Robert Famighetti, ed., 
The World Almanac and Book of Facts 1995 (Mahwah, NJ: World Almanac, 1994), p. 840.) 
 
(2) Large Cities 

In addition to being denser, more Asia Pacific cities have large total populations than 
Western cities. In 1994, the region contained seven of  the 15 largest cities in the world (two 
Western cities made the chart), and claimed the highest percentage (16.6%) of urban population 
residing in cities of 10 million or more inhabitants (The numbers for Europe, North America and 
the world average are 0%, 12.9% and 8.0% respectively).28 The phenomenon occurs because of 
the massive total population in the region and the tendency of Asian urban population to 
concentrate in the largest (primate) cities. These cities first prospered as colonial Ahead-links@ 
with Western economies and then have continued the expansion fueled by their strategic 
positions in global transportation and communication networks.29 With the same density, a larger 
population agglomeration makes the land area of a city bigger and its hinterland green space 
more remote from urban residents= daily life, which, when combined with high density, 
aggravates the need for more public spaces inside in the built-up area.         
 
(3) Mixed Uses 

Most modern Western cities have developed distinct zones for different functions, such as 
the concentric rings in a US city, which start from the CBD (central business district) at the 
center to the middle-class residential suburbs at the periphery. In contrast, Asia Pacific cities are 
well known for their mixture of different land uses.30 For example, thousands of tiny stores 
permeate Shanghai=s lilong (compounds of townhouses) neighborhoods where daily shopping 
needs can be satisfied within one block.31 From Taipei to Kuala Lumpur, one prevailing urban 
building type is the shophouse where stores and light industry occupy the ground space while 
shop owners= residences and rental apartments take the floors above.32 In Tokyo=s core area 
(about 600 square kilometers), where the population density is as high as 14,000 people per 
square kilometer, one can still find 18 square kilometers of agricultural land!33 One may see this 
both as a reflection of Asian culture and as remains of a characteristic shared by all pre-industrial 
cities.34    
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The degree of mixture in inner-city land use matches that of the ambiguity between urban 
and rural areas. Instead of the green fields one would encounter outside many Western cities, a 
blend of factories, housing projects, and bits of rice paddies develops along highways between 
Asian cities, a phenomenon first identified as the desakota zone by the Canadian geographer T.G. 
McGee.35  

The mixed land uses surrounding a public setting provide the latter with complementary 
urban functions. Traditional Asian public places embody the same multi-functional characteristic 
as its urban context, often bridging among religious, commercial, and recreational purposes. For 
example, the Senso_ji Temple area in Asakusa, Tokyo consists of a shopping alley leading into a 
Buddhist temple. The City God Temple area in Shanghai includes speciality stores and 
restaurants, a public garden, and the temple itself. Different from the one-purpose suburban 
shopping mall in the US, the rich meanings reinforce the role of a traditional Asian public place 
as a community center. They also extend its use around the clock, as compared with the dead 
plaza in the after-hours financial district of a modern Western city. On the other hand, the 
mingling of functions in some cases may brew conflicts between incompatible neighbors.    
  
(4) Government-centered and Pro-development Culture    

Universal suffrage does not exist in most of the cities in the region, and in the others it 
has only been practiced for about five decades. For some of the latter, such as Singapore, their 
Ailliberal democracies@ are not exactly the same as the system in Western cities. The Asian 
politics  can find its root in the traditional cultures of the region. In contrast to Western urban 
traditions which embrace democracy, the rule of law, and citizens= civic duty and pride, the 
cultural heritages of Asia Pacific countries place more value on the leadership of the government, 
the personal loyalty between individuals, and the well being of one=s own family.36 Missing 
between an overarching city hall and one=s private circle is individuals= involvement with the 
public affairs, either directly or through concerned citizen groups. The development and 
management of public space, as one example, are largely dominated by the government. Public 
participation does not exist or plays a very limited role.37      

Much of the region consists of developing economies which have been in the process of 
Acatching up@ with the industrialized countries in the past half of a century. Government policies 
tend to lean heavily toward economic prosperity and corporate interests, often at the expense of 
environmental qualities, historic preservation, and socially vulnerable groups (see Part II).38 The 
government=s Agrowth-without-grace@ attitude to a certain extent is echoed by Asian urbanites 
who frequently appear to be preoccupied by the accumulation of private wealth.39 The 
overwhelming commercial signs in many Asian cities are just one clue to this social inclination. 
Coupled with the high population density and other conditions discussed above, this 
pro-development culture has often skyrocketed land prices and relocation costs in city centers, 
and thus discouraged the improvement of public space in general. 

Many Asia Pacific countries in the past few decades have reached a level of 
industrialization which in the West took at least a century to complete. Like the 19th-century 
Europeans, the young bourgeoisie of Asian cities still need time to develop a new culture and 
political attitude which will replace incompatible components of the traditional belief system and 
will support urban development approaches appropriate to contemporary conditions. There are 
promising signs of such a new culture. Since the late 1980s, for example, the usually aloof Taipei 
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public have successfully prevented the government from bulldozing several historic sites, 
including the famous Tihua Street.40 But before the cultural transformation completes itself, one 
will observe in today=s Asian cities bits of traditional ideologies alongside an individual or 
family-oriented materialism, a symptom of the cultural void.41  
 
(5) The East-versus-West Bipolarity 

In almost any Asia Pacific city a visitor can observe indigenous low- rise houses along 
narrow, winding commercial streets, in contrast with a few 19th-century European colonial 
sections featuring rectangular road grids and transplanted European town squares, or one or two 
modern CBDs of glass towers and large plazas. Such a juxtaposition of different formal systems 
generates richness and opportunity in public space design, but it also reinforces an opinion 
prevailing among both the public and the planning professionals that categorizes urban forms as 
two incompatible systems, the Western and the local ones (even though the latter always already 
contains foreign ingredients from inter-regional immigration and earlier Western influence, such 
as the shophouses in Malaysia), and sees the former a functionally efficient but culturally alien 
approach.42 

True, Western cities also display disjointed images of the medieval squares and the 
International-styled shopping malls. But they are perceived by local societies as the expressions 
of different stages in their own transforming culture. This is not so in many Asia Pacific cities 
where the Western urban forms have been by-products of the industrialization forcefully brought 
in by foreign powers from the 19th-century colonial invasion to the current globalization. (It is 
curious to see that Japan, both an object of the Western intrusion and an invader of other Asia 
Pacific countries in the early 20th-century, left Westernized buildings and urbanism instead of its 
own tradition in former colonies.) In construction projects symbolic of local culture and history 
(many public spaces do), debates on the different forms of their designs, commonly would be 
viewed as Aprogressive@ versus Aconservative@ in Western cities, would also be seen as a fight 
involving the preservation of indigenous culture and the promotion of national identity or ethnic 
pride.43 Naturally, one often observes the strongest consciousness of this bipolarity in cities 
which have just joined the process of globalization.  

The love-hate attitude toward Western urban forms has another deeper cause than 
patriotism. The contrast between the two different urban orders reveals the coexistence of 
dissimilar social/economic/cultural systems, or what McGee called Adualism@.44 The rapid 
economic and cultural transformations introduced by globalized capitalism caught many 
ill-prepared local residents out of balance. Sticking to the traditional way of living (and the 
familiar environment) appears the only way to survive, for they cannot afford and understand the 
world of transnational corporation managers and foreign tourists (Chapter 2 on Hong Kong street 
market provides a detailed study on the issue). To this large segment of local society, therefore, 
the Western forms characterized of most new office parks and condominiums symbolize both 
progress and inaccessibility, if not immediate danger of being evicted for such Aurban renewal@ 
projects (see Chapter 15 on such projects in Tokyo during the bubble economy).  

With the general physical and cultural conditions laid out above, we are ready to analyze 
the public places in Asia Pacific cities. Colorful as the forms of these settings exhibit, they all 
share the following structural characteristics, many of which are profoundly influenced by the 
urban context.    
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(6) Small Amount of Public Space  
Insufficient statistical data is available to measure the amount of urban public space, and 

those available normally only cover green areas. But even the limited measurement indicates 
what many on-site observations have claimed, that each resident of major Asia Pacific cities has 
about only one tenth of the public space for a person in similar Western cities (Table 2). High 
population density, often coupled with high building density (e.g., in some parts of central Tokyo 
1/3 of the land is covered by buildings), has obviously contributed to the limited area of public 
open space.45 Besides, most modern Asian metropolises began not from traditional state capitals 
but from unplanned market towns, which possess no expansive royal grounds that could be 
converted to public use in modern times.46 The rapid Asian industrialization has left little time 
for these cities to restructure their pre-industrial physical form as European cities had. Indeed, 
being rushed into the modern age in no more than three decades, some Asia Pacific cities in 
developing economies are still struggling to complete basic infrastructures like efficient road 
systems or segregated mass transit (see Chapter 12 on Bangkok=s traffic problem). 

 
Table 2. Comparison of Green Space Per Capita between Selected Asia Pacific and Western 
Cities 
 

 
City 

 
Green Space Per 
Capita (m2 ) 

 
Asia Pacific region: 

 
Shanghai 

 
  0.77 

 
Taipei 

 
  1.29 

 
Tokyo 

 
  2.10 

 
Tianjin 

 
  2.19 

 
Beijing 

 
  6.14 

 
Singapore 

 
  7.04 

 
Seoul 

 
 14.66 

 
Europe and North America: 

 
New York 

 
 19.20 
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London 

 
 22.80 

 
Paris 

 
 24.70 

 
Notes: Due to the multiple sources, definitions of green space may vary in different cities. The 
years of data range from the late 1980s to the early 1990s. 
(Sources:  Beijing / Tianjin / Shanghai / Guangzhou: Comparison of Population Information 
(Beijing: China Statistical Publishing House, 1992); Victor F.S. Sit, Beijing: The Nature and 

Planning of a Chinese Capital City (Chichester, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 1995); Roger Mark 
Selya, Taipei (Chichester, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 1995); Roman Cybriwsky, Tokyo, the 

Shogun=s City at the Twenty-first Century (New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1998); Joochul Kim 
and Sang-Chuel Choe, Seoul, the Making of a Metropolis (Chichester, UK: John Wiley & Sons, 
1997); and Martin Perry, et al. Singapore, A Developmental City State (Chichester, UK: John 
Wiley & Sons, 1997).) 
 

The small total amount of public space, one should also note, is not evenly distributed 
within a city. Because many municipal governments, both colonial and post-colonial, do not have 
a strong interest or ability to increase public space in most cramped low-income neighborhoods, 
a major portion of the total amount often took the form of a few large plazas or parks, such as the 
Padang in Singapore City or the Tiananmen Square in Beijing, located in the colonial 
Europeans=(and later local elites=) districts, vacated royal or colonial government grounds, newly 
developed suburban areas, or gentrified urban renewal projects, all of which are far away from 
the population gravity centers. Many of these spaces are designed and managed to first serve 
governmental and other specialized functions (e.g., professional sports), which prevents average 
people from truly using them as public places. As the front yard of the nation, the Tiananmen 
Square with its barren surface and heavy police surveillance supplies an example again.  

 
Figure 2. 

Second-floor 
sidewalk on a 
commercial street in 
People’s Park 
Complex, a housing 
development in 
downtown 
Singapore. 
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The restricted supply of space has its stamps on the form of Asian urban public facilities which 
tend to have smaller dimensions individually, occupy more off-grade and indoor locations (such 
as the Asky-streets@ on the second floors of commercial buildings in downtown Singapore or the 
underground shopping areas around Tokyo=s railway stations), and are more neatly designed in 
details to avoid wasting space. 
 
(7) Absence of Large Nodes and Overall Structure in Public Space   

A few Western cities, say, New York (Manhattan), have similar population densities and 
sizes as those of Asian cities, but one would not mistake them for Tokyo or Shanghai. Most 
Asian cities (except their Westernized areas) tend to be more uniformly crowded, lacking the 
kind of large, concentrated civic open spaces called squares and parks in the West.47 
Occasionally one will find one or two sizable voids in the middle of an Asian city, such as the 
Tiananmen Square in Beijing or the alun-aluns (open space) near the kraton (local prince=s 
palace) in traditional Javanese cities.48 However, these spaces often originated from former royal 
gardens or ceremonial grounds. They were designed to exclude public uses in the first place and, 
in some cases, do not function well for that purpose today, either because of government control 
over the behaviors of its users or its isolation from areas where most residents usually go.49   

The scarcity of public squares and parks has a long history in Asian cities probably 
because these cities, unlike the autonomous European burgs, were formerly ruled by princes or 
officers appointed by a national government. Residents seldom gathered in an urban setting to 
discuss how to run their cities.50 In any pre-industrial city, it seemed hard to maintain large open 
spaces within the congested, walled area if these spaces were not collectively needed by major 
social forces.51 (For example, public parks did not appear in Western cities until the 19th-century 
industrialization era.52) The urban morphology has not changed much in modern times because as 
mentioned before, the persisting high density in Asia Pacific urban cores has simply prohibited 
any attempt to create large nodal spaces there.       

AAlthough Eastern cities lack spaces formally set aside as plazas,@ Japanese architect 
Kisho Kurokawa pointed out, Atheir streets function as gathering places.@53 Rich variations on the 
street theme have been developed in different localities, such as the river bank (see Chapter 1), 
street market, covered (Chapter 6) or multi-leveled (Chapter 13) sidewalk, pedestrian alley 
(Chapter 15), and air-conditioned mall or skywalk (Chapters 16 and 17). According to Malaysia 
architect Ken Yeang, the covered five-foot walkway along the shophouses works particularly 
well as a multi-functional public space in the hot and rainy weather of Southeast Asian cities.54  

But one also should note that, while linear forms dominate, nodal spaces still have a place 
in Asian cities, only that they are much smaller than the traditional Western squares (whose 
average size is 142 by 58 meters according to Sitte).55 Examples include the courtyards and 
gardens in temples, the pocket parks in leftover space between buildings, and the tiny open areas 
in front of important public buildings or at points where traffic converges (see Chapter 1). 
Sometimes a wall separates such a small node, often of a semi-public nature, from the nearby 
street so that the node does not affect the linear shape of the street at all.56 
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Figure 3. The sidewalk of Dihua Street, Taipei—streets as public space and the ambiguous 
boundary between the public and the private domains. 

 
There are exceptions to the general trait described thus far. For example, Asia Pacific 

cities completely planned by Western colonists contained transplanted plazas and parks, such as 
the Spanish plaza in the Phillippines described in Chapter 3. These forms of urban space have 
been assimilated by the local culture later on. 

Many Asia Pacific cities do not have a citywide structure or system in their public spaces, 
like what we see in Renaissance cities of the West, such as the LouverBla Defense axis in Paris or 
the pilgrimage routes of Rome.57 Different cultural traditions aside, the Apatchwork@ situation 
may also have to do with the lack of large nodal spaces in the compositions of Asia Pacific city 
forms and the fact that most contemporary megalopolises in this region, such as Tokyo, Shanghai, 
Kuala Lumpur and Manila, originated from Achaotic@ coastal market towns instead of planned 
imperial capitals, like Beijing and Kyoto. The rapid Asian industrialization has not allowed 
massive urban reconstruction like what Pope Sixtus V or Baron Haussmann did to medieval 
Rome (1585-90) or Paris (1850-70) respectively. But probably this is what makes Asian cities 
unique. On the one hand visitors of these cities discover interesting landmarks one after another 
in an unexpected and mysterious way. On the other hand, the process does leave very vague 
gestalts about the cities in visitors= memories. 
 
(8) Intensive Use of Public Space 

The smaller quantity of public space of an Asia Pacific city will usually serve far more 
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users than those in a Western city. Window-shopping, eating, park-going, and other recreational 
uses of inner-city public places are among the most favorable leisure activities of Asian 
urbanites.58 As one writer observed on Tokyo, Ait sometimes seems that at any given time during 
the day or evening, one-half of the city=s population is out shopping or sitting in some restaurant 
or coffee shop, and that the other half is serving them from across the counter.@59 From Tokyo to 
Jakarta, all Asia Pacific cities have crowded street markets open past midnight, while the 
shopping streets in many US cities start to empty out as early as at seven o=clock.60 Indeed, in 
1997 70% of Shanghai residents chose to spend their May Day (a national holiday) 
window-shopping. From the evening of April 30 to May 4, more than one million people each day 
walked through Huaihai Avenue, a major shopping street.61 Apart from the high population 
density, the behavior pattern may have economic reasons, such as the lack of private cars for 
long-distance travel to national parks and the cramped space in people=s homes so that public 
space is used for certain private functions which could have been conducted in one=s backyard 
(see Chapter 2 on the Hong Kong street market).62 But it may also reflect the Asian culture which 
sees strolling in crowds as a form of recreation.63 The economic growth in recent decades more or 
less increased the disposable income and leisure time of vast low- and middle-income families. 
While the added wealth may not be big enough to move people to suburban homes, it further 
intensifies the use of public space in the city.  
 

 
 
Figure 4. Late evening on a commercial street in Shinjuku, Tokyo 
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(9) Ambiguous Boundary between the Public and the Private 
Asian urbanites and their governments tend to show less attention toward the modern 

Western concept of a clear separation between public and private spaces. Publicly owned (or 
subsidized) spaces are routinely infringed by private activities. Shop owners extend the display of 
their merchandise into the sidewalks near their storefronts, while restaurants and workshops use 
the alleys outside of  their back doors for work and storage purposes.64 While the 
undifferentiated land uses is a trait universal to all pre-industrial cities, the high population density 
and tight private living space in Asian cities may help to prolong its existence in this region to 
today (see Chapter 2 on Hong Kong street market and Chapter 5 on Indonesian Kampungs).65 
(Therefore one can also observe sidewalk cafes and pedlars in the dense historic core of Paris and 
the downtown area of New York, though regulated by detailed ordinances.) The ambiguity may 
also have to do with a less defined property ownership and more subtle law enforcement, which in 
turn may find their roots in Asia Pacific political history (the many revolutions and reforms in 
some countries) and cultures (such as the Confucianism which promotes harmony and holistic 
thinking).66  
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. University Street, Seoul 
became an outdoor theater during a 
weekend. 
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But this ambiguity also reveals a flexible attitude aiming at providing more and better 
public space in a jammed city. One example widely observed in the region is the time-sharing 
uses of a street as a traffic corridor during business hours and as something else at night and 
weekends, such as a space for pasar malams (traveling night markets) in Southeast Asia or as 
festival parade routes described in Chapter 4. In the old neighborhoods of some cities, a family 
having a wedding or funeral may temporally block out a portion of a busy street for the purpose of 
the ceremony, without any government permit during the entire process! In informal residential 
settlements (e.g., the kampungs of Southeast Asian cities), as pointed out in Chapter 5, only a 
tolerance toward flexible uses can allow such poor and congested communities to maintain any 
pubic facilities. Japanese architect Kurokawa even developed a theory of symbiosis which argued 
that a layer of an ambiguous zone between private and public domains will make a public space 
more responsive to human psychological needs (see Chapter 7 on a similar observation of Hanoi=s 
sidewalks).67   
 
Summaries of Chapters 1-5 

The general characteristics outlined above will be illustrated by the vivid examples in the 
five chapters of Part I that show how major types of public settings actually work in a day-to-day 
manner. These types are different from the Western concepts and all have nurtured Asian urban 
life for more than a century. The types of public spaces in a contemporary Asian city may be 
roughly divided into three categories. The first group consists of a few large-scale settings which 
showcase the contemporary development of the city (or even of the nation if it is a state capital). 
They often appear as Modern-styled plazas and malls in downtown, ceremonial structures in 
government centers, or large green areas in newly developed districts, such as the New Shinjuku 
City Center in Tokyo, Seoul=s Olympic Park, the proposed GigaWorld in Kuala Lumpur and the 
New Downtown in Singapore (Chapters 16 and 17 in Part III). The next group includes preserved 
historic public places in old urban centers. Examples include the speciality shopping streets of 
Singapore=s Chinatown, the City God Temple of Shanghai, and the Spanish plazas in many 
Philippine cities (Chapter 3).  

If the types in the first two groups tend to be well-known due to their special statuses and 
frequent tourist visits, the last group mainly serves the everyday needs of average local residents, 
such as the numerous neighborhood shopping streets, the community spaces in the oceans of mid- 
and high-rise public housing estates (which are so typical to Asian cities and so little studied), and 
the public baths and other improvements in squatters= settlements. Without the burden of symbolic 
roles and self-conscious stylistic pursuit, the forms of these places tend to be amorphous, 
appearing both modern/Western and traditional/ indigenous. The morphological structure of many 
places within the dense built-up areas resemble the traditional linear and small nodal patterns 
(because of the limited land supply), while their architectural forms are entirely modernized with 
taller building heights, new material and changing taste. It is probably this group that more 
genuinely embodies contemporary Asian urban life. Most of the place types studied in Part I 
belong to the category. 

 In Chapter 1, Hidenobu Jinnai begins with a brief survey of the common types of public 
place in Japanese cities, which to a certain extent is applicable to other East Asian cities. He then 
concentrates on the waterfront as public place, focusing on the riverside and the areas around 
bridges, and traces its development of decline, revival, and overgrowth in Tokyo from the Edo era 
to the post-bubble present. It is interesting to notice that the ocean beach, a place type alien to the 
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inward, tight-knitted urban tradition in Asia, has now become part of the popular vocabulary of 
civic form.  

To show the unique roles traditional public space plays in Asian urban life, Hikaru 
Kinoshita describes  in Chapter 2 how street markets in Hong Kong have been used as 
supplementary kitchens, dining and living spaces by low-income urbanites. The street market 
deserves our attention for, as the most important and universal type of public space in the region, 
it supports the Alower circuit@ in the dualist economy of many developing Asian countries.68 
Indeed, Kinoshita=s portrait of housing conditions in the Yau Ma Tei area reveals the huge hidden 
human costs of Hong Kong=s economic success and the critical role of public space in alleviating 
the everyday life of less wealthy residents. 

While the above two types all take the traditional linear form, Norma Alarcon reviews in 
Chapter 3 how an alien urban form--the Spanish plaza--was transplanted into Philippine soil and 
gradually became a part of local culture and life style. In particular, she analyses how the design 
and use of the Philippine plaza have served the various ideologies and political needs of the 
regimes from the Spanish and American colonists to Ferdinand Marcos= Martial Law period, and 
finally to the recent democratic government and Fidel Ramos= administration. 

How can Asian urban residents gather in large groups if most of the public spaces are 
alleys and streets? Japanese architectural historian Itoh Teiji pointed out that, in Japan, a public 
place is Ararely conceived of as hard bordered, but rather as kaiwai, or an activity space.@69 
Chapter 4 presents a detailed study on such a concept of Avirtual@ public space, a temporary 
setting defined by human events like festival parades. The flexibility allows multiple streets plus 
some private homes to be transformed into one huge public space which otherwise is not 
obtainable in a dense Japanese city. According to Tanya Hidaka and Mamoru Tanaka, the concept 
also helps to revitalize the dying community spirit among contemporary Japanese urbanites. 

The public places in the massive low- and middle-income residential areas, both 
traditional and newly constructed, deserve more attention than what we can find in existing 
publications.70 Chapter 5 fills in the gap for this volume. Dwita Hadi Rahmi, Bambang Hari 
Wibisono, and Bakti Setiawan report on the public places in an informal urban community--the 
Indonesian kampung. Such communities have become an inevitable situation in many Asia Pacific 
cities today due to huge rural emigration into the cities. The authors demonstrate that traditional 
values, such as tolerance toward shared uses and cooperation among households, combined with  
a strong neighborhood organization, can successfully sustain public pathways, baths, night guard 
posts, and many other facilities with very limited means. 

Readers interested in the existing forms of Asia Pacific public space may also find concise 
reports in chapters of other parts, such as the studies on the sidewalk in Vietnam (Chapter 7) and 
the Malaysian Afive-foot walkway,@ an urban tradition visible throughout Southeast Asia 
(Chapter 6).  

 
6. Perspective Two: Current Issues and Debates    

What are the chief challenges facing the design, use and management of public spaces in 
today=s Asia Pacific cities? Three areas of concerns emerge from research and on-site observations. 
They apparently all have to do with how the current practices, aiming at faster economic growth 
and drawing heavily on the experiences of developed countries in the West, will fit into the need 
for local identities, be sustainable on available resources, and benefit the majority of Asian urban 
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residents.     
 
(1) Identity      

Referring to the emerging globalization of the West-originated rationalist philosophy, 
supremacy of technology, capitalist economy, democratic politics, and consumption culture in 
1961, the French philosopher Paul Ricoeur commented: Amankind as a whole is on the brink of a 
single world civilization representing at once a gigantic progress for everyone and an 
overwhelming task of survival and adapting our cultural heritage to this new setting.@71 In the 
design of urban public space, this Auniversal civilization,@ chiefly represented by the Modernist 
model, has been Aleveling@ the old national or local distinctions of Asian cities to produce a 
standard urban form most efficient for the capitalist operation.72 For example, the downtown areas 
of many Asia Pacific cities in the past forty years have grown more and more like each other and 
together, more like the CBDs of Los Angeles and Houston.  

On the other hand, observers of contemporary societies seem to agree that Ait is exactly at 
this point that we encounter the opposite reaction that can be best summed up as the search for 
personal or collective identity, the search for secure moorings in a shifting world.@73 The backlash 
may be propelled by the human need for belonging, by the post-modern market forces which, with 
the diminishing spatial boundaries, become more sensitive to tiny differences in locality, or by the 
nationalist calls of some Asia Pacific governments which want to import technology instead of 
culture from the West. Regardless of the cause, the yearning for a local identity appears genuine to 
our post-modern era.74 Looking closely, one may find two different but related focuses in the 
identity issue. 

 
Formal Identity 

The first has to do with the formal identity. In the past half of a century many Asian cities 
have demolished a major portion of their historic (i.e., pre-colonial) core areas due to the 
automobile inaccessibility, less-efficient land use, dilapidated appearance, and high renovation 
costs (as judged in a developing economy).75 The various old, intimate townscapes have been 
interrupted or entirely replaced by the standard Modernist urban form, wide boulevards and 
glass-and-steel behemoth structures. What is the best balance between the unique historic 
characteristics and a progressive image of the city? How much should the new squares and public 
buildings look AChinese,@ AThai@ or AMalaysian@? These issues have appeared to be popular topics 
among the public and debated by residents, politicians and design professionals all over the region. 
For example, from 1993 to 1994, the Communist Party of Beijing organized a discussion in 
Beijing Daily on AReviving the Traditional Appearance of Our Capital City.@ Meanwhile, the 
municipal government and local architects= organization sponsored a ballot on AThe Most Popular 
New Buildings of National Style.@ About 50 modern structures in some kind of modified 
traditional styles were selected by the public.76  

Even within this volume we can read contrasting inclinations. Chapters 16 (KL LinearCity 
in Kuala Lumur) and 17 (Singapore=s New Downtown) report a preoccupation with progress and 
sweeping modernization, while Chapters 6 (Malaysia streets), 7 (Hanoi=s streets), 14 (Japanese 
alley) and 15 (Thai urban model) argue for the obligation and possibility of preserving local 
tradition. The discussions get heated when the issue is politicized by identifying modernization 
with Westernization or worse, with Western cultural colonization. 

Through these debates the preservation of historic urban settings has gradually gained 
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some public support in cities with sufficient wealth. However, simple-minded solutions to give 
local characteristics to new construction, such as adding traditional pitched roofs and decorative 
patterns on an otherwise modern building, actually have created new problems. The practice, 
while encouraged by politicians, harbors the danger of short-circuiting the true localization of an 
international model at a much deeper level (e.g., plan layouts, climate considerations, etc.). How 
relevant are Disneyland-like historic facades to the genuine identity of a contemporary Asian 
public place? Is it impossible for the air-conditioned mall or other modern inventions to reflect 
today=s local life style? Can the new urban language be a hybrid of mutated local and foreign 
elements?77 In fact, one may even question how important historic decorations really are in the 
minds of most urban residents and whether or not the formal identity can be created consciously.78 
 
Functional Identity 

The above doubts among design professionals lead to the second, functional way to look at 
the identity problem. As the result of rapid industrialization, many Asia Pacific cities are facing 
serious problems in their daily operations, such as the explosive immigration from the rural areas, 
the housing shortage, the various kinds of pollution, the traffic jams, and the need for large 
quantities of new public facilities and open space. These problems never occurred to the 19th 
century agricultural societies and cannot be addressed by the traditional urban language. The 
narrow alleys in the dense neighborhoods of Tokyo may attract Western tourists by their 
AJapanese-ness,@ but people who live there feel differently. A 1987 government survey found that 
the need for more greenery and playgrounds was among the ten most common complaints by 
Tokyo residents.79 The urban redevelopment apparently has not improved the situation as 
expected. Only half of the needed development of Tokyo=s parks to make the city livable had been 
accomplished according to the city government=s report in 1994.80 The lack of open space for the  
elderly and children is the second biggest concern (next to the poor layout of the apartment) 
among Shanghai residents who live in newly constructed high-rise apartment buildings.81  

However, the distinct physical and cultural characteristics of Asian cities, as described 
earlier, do not comfortably accommodate some aspects of modern design models that originated 
from the West. Can Western design ideas be Aindigenized@ (as called by the American 
anthropologist Arjun Appadurai) to meet Asian cities= needs?82 Can entirely new solutions be 
invented according to the local climate, high density, residents= behavior patterns, 
pro-development culture and other conditions? Unfortunately, many functional deficiencies of 
Asian cities have been left as they are due to the lack of such a creativity among both the 
government officials and design professionals. 

For example, the smaller quantity of Asian urban public space becomes a problem when 
inappropriate design models prevent the few facilities from being properly located. In recent 
decades Asian Pacific cities with economic successes built plazas and parks imitating the 
Embarcadero Center in San Francisco or Central Park in New York. As criticized by Indian 
architect Charles Correa, however, these sizable chunks of Apublic spaces@ labeled in 
governmental maps and reports actually may have little to do with the daily needs of the majority 
of urban residents.83 Limited by the high building density and pro-development culture, these 
large showcase spaces can only be located in newly developed areas, such as the Marina Square in 
Singapore=s reclaimed waterfront or the Yangmingshan Park at the periphery of Taipei, far away 
from the densely inhibited neighborhoods of low- and middle-income families who use public 
space as an extension of their small apartments and usually do not own cars.84  
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In addition, some of these Western imitations do not fit into the climate or the life style of 
local residents.85 Since the 1980s economic reform, many Chinese cities have constructed new 
urban centers which feature a huge plaza surrounded by wide artery streets and high-rise buildings 
along the other sides of the streets, a collage of the Baroque square and the modern images of the 
Western CBDs. In the city of Luoyang where I visited in the summer of 2000, for example, trees 
on a large stretch of originally well-shaded green space were cut down to create such an open 
plaza to reveal the imposing elevation of a nearby commercial tower. Few visitors could be 
observed in these exposed areas. Aside from the summer climate which in much of China is hotter 
than that in Paris or London, the hardship of crossing the streets and the traffic noise make the 
visit even less attractive to most residents who use urban space to practice qi-gong and other quiet 
meditation exercises.  
 

 
 
Figure 6. Identity and sustainability? – The extensive lawn in front of the Wujin District 
government building, Changzhou, Jiangsu Province, China 
 

All these mistakes call for localized design models (such as numerous miniature squares 
and parks, with sensitive details, dispersed all over a city) that will better serve the modern 
functional needs of Asian cities within their given economic and cultural realities. Even when the 
model is based on a Western idea, the Aindigenized@ result will appear very different. For example, 
one will hardly mistake Singapore=s public housing towers, which have open first-floors used by 
residents for weddings, funerals and other community activities, for their Western origins. If the 
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debate on the formal identity aims at the preservation of historical images, the search for the 
functional one often leads to not only the fulfilment of practical needs, but also the establishment 
of new characteristics for Asia Pacific urban space. 

 
(2) Sustainability            
 
High-tech versus Low-tech 

The traditional shophouses in the commercial streets of Southeast Asian cities used 
clerestory openings in the roof, covered verandah ways, and louvered doors to protect customers 
from the tropical sun and rain, and to allow natural cross-ventilation to lower indoor temperature 
and humidity.86 Today, most of the functions of the shophouses are provided by fully 
air-conditioned and artificially-lit modern shopping malls. Thirty or forty years ago, Shanghai 
urbanites spent their holidays by visiting natural scenery spots in the adjacent rural areas. Today, 
many of them go to theme parks featuring mechanical rides and electronic games.  

Along with the economic globalization, public places in Asia Pacific cities have also been 
changed by Western concepts of shopping and recreation. New development increasingly relies on 
man-made structures and powered systems. The high density of Asian cities has further 
compounded the tendency by creations like the underground shopping street. These new public 
settings consume far more resources to build and operate. Meanwhile, most of the countries in the 
region are still in a developing economy with their GNPs ranging from 1/3 to only 1/40 of the 
average of developed economies. As questioned by many critics, including the authors of Chapters 
10 (Asian urban design model) and 17 (Singapore=s New Downtown) in this volume, how can 
these Asian cities sustain such a development trend in the long run, considering other urgent needs 
like infrastructures and housing? Shouldn=t people learn from the philosophy and techniques of 
traditional, low-tech public space design and use them creatively in contemporary Asian cities? 

The critics of this trend may feel particularly troubled by one phenomenon observed in 
many developing countries, where major physical structures (often of public functions) 
resembling those in the West are erected as symbols to show that these poorer cities are Acatching 
up@ with the industrial world.87 Dictated by politicians or bureaucrats, these projects often have 
overblown scales, wasteful uses of resources, and high vacancy. For example, Wujin, a small city 
(which I visited recently) in the land-scarce Jiangsu Province of China built a new city hall 
embracing a front lawn of approximately 50,000 square meters! Many of the grandiose projects 
are Ahandmade high-rises@ which appear modern only when seen from afar.88 Their design, 
material, construction methods, and maintenance usually remain energy-inefficient. Ironically, 
while developers in Beijing and Hanoi favor fully air-conditioned glass towers for their modern 
image, architects in Frankfurt and Essen are experimenting with passive cooling, breathable skin, 
and other sustainable designs.89 
 
High-density versus Low-density 

The location and form of public space in relation to population density provide another 
topic of debate. The existing large urban agglomerations and high densities of Hong Kong, Tokyo 
and other similar Asian cities have created a dense, three-dimensional distribution of public 
facilities. Sidewalks, playgrounds, and numerous shops and services nest on multi-leveled planes 
from the underground to roof top, connected by escalators and elevators. Residents living in the 
high-rise apartment buildings can have a bowl of noodles at midnight simply by descending to a 
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commercial floor. Such a mega-structure model has won some planners= praise for its higher 
efficiency in land use, higher reliance on walking and public transportation, closer distances to 
more services, and increased social activities.90 The recent years have seen a trend in the 
peripheries of Asian metropolitan areas that mimics the American suburban development of 
freestanding single-family homes completed with the sprawling one-story strip malls. Considering 
the small amount of arable land per capita in many Asian Pacific countries (from about 1/6 to 2 
of the world average), the benefits of high-density design certainly deserve attention.91  

On the other hand, however, some scholars have been questioning the wisdom and 
necessity to continue such excessive concentration of large numbers of population and activities in 
one place.92 To compensate for its savings on land and private cars, a high-density city must use 
more energy and other resources on construction and indoor climate control, not to mention the 
higher concentration of pollution, pressure on waste processing, vulnerability to disasters, and 
interferences between different functions. The air of Beijing has 35 times more pollutants than 
that of London. 70% of the sewage produced by the hyper-dense Hong Kong is now dumped 
untreated.93 Although Asian urbanites have invented ingenious ways to cope with the small 
amount of public space and other problems in their compact cities, as discussed in this volume, 
should the fact be used as reasons to delay reliefs and continue construction in increasingly denser 
areas? All said, the best way to locate and design public centers in an Asian city probably lies in a 
compromise or a combination of both models, such as dispersed concentrations described in 
Chapters 10 and 12.94  

While sustainability is a global issue, it is particularly crucial to the newly industrialized 
and more vulnerable Asia Pacific economies. The 1997 Asian financial crisis has demonstrated 
that many factors can quickly alter the fortune of cities in the region which heavily depend on 
foreign investment, imported fuel, and the global economy in general. What would happen to the 
glitzy malls and club houses if suddenly electricity is no longer as affordable as it is now? It is 
time for Asia Pacific cities to balance the current material needs with the long-term impacts on the 
environment and available resources.     

 
(3) Equality 

Successful public spaces should be a Asocial binder@ that Ahas the potential of bringing 
diverse groups together so that they learn from each other, perhaps the richest quality of a 
multi-class, multicultural, heterogeneous society.@95 Such goals cannot be achieved without 
ensuring a wide spectrum of citizens their say in the planning and design of public space and their 
free use of these spaces, exactly the two weakest spots in most Asia Pacific cities.    
 
Equal Participation 

As mentioned in the basic characteristics of Asia Pacific cities, top-heavy planning 
processes prevail in the region due to the lack of democratic politics in some cities and the general 
culture which shows tremendous respect for the government and less interest toward personal 
involvement with public affairs. Major decisions on issues ranging from site selection to aesthetic 
styles are made by politicians and departmental directors with recommendations from their own 
technical staff. Input from the public and independent professionals are either not solicited or not 
given due consideration in the process. The limited Apublic@ feedback usually does not come from 
individual citizens or civil groups, but rather corporations with commercial interests and inside 
connections. The process excludes the voices of socially disadvantaged groups, such as the poor, 
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ethnic minorities, and people who do not have an official local residency. Quantifiable, technical 
concerns (such as traffic efficiency) and simplistic methods (such as rigid zoning) tend to 
dominate the planning operations because they are more in tone with the bureaucratic way of 
thinking (see Chapter 11 on such problems in the Philippines).   

Some perceive the process as an efficient one. However, a small band of elites, even when 
good-willed, well educated and experienced, tend to overblow certain needs and overlook others. 
To begin with, the process generally discourages flexibility and creative ideas deviating from an 
established, usually Western model.96 Multiplied by the resources and power of the government, a 
mistake often produced devastating consequences. Singapore=s government demolished part of its 
historic Chinatown during the 1970s urban redevelopment with an excuse that Athere was simply 
no time to rearrange the furniture in the sitting room while pressing matters have to be attended to 
in the kitchen,@ only to find out ten years later that the city lost a great treasure for the building of 
a national identity and a tourist industry.97 In other cases, an alienated public will violently or 
silently resist the implementation of government schemes, as evidenced by the difficulties 
encountered in relocating the shops of Haggler=s Alley in Taipei to underground in 1992 and in 
moving open-air hawkers into roofed markets in Shanghai recently, therefore actually making the 
process less efficient.98 In the worst scenario where the cities are ruled by authoritarian 
governments with incompetent officials, public spaces are often constructed mainly as the 
monuments to a political ideology or a particular leader, contributing little to average people=s 
social life. Separated by vast empty grass land from the jammed Manila where one quarter of the 
population were squatters, the Cultural Center of the Philippines Complex constructed under the 
direction of the then First Lady Imelda Marcos serves as a good reminder of such wasteful 
projects during the Marcos regime.99 

To this day the lack of true public participation in the production of urban space has not 
received enough public attention and improvement, even though there has been some progress in 
more democratic, wealthier countries. However, with an urban population more and more 
dominated by a younger, better educated, and middle-class generation, it is time for Asia Pacific 
cities to learn a lesson from the past and to reconsider the public=s representation in the process.   
  
Equal Accessibility          

 In comparison to a standard US city where low-income residents are concentrated in the 
inner city while most of middle- and high-income ones live in the suburbs, the traditional Asia 
Pacific cities represent a mixture of small poor and rich residential enclaves throughout the entire 
urban area. Residential segregations do exist, but are based more on ethnic groups, trades, and 
Awork units@ (in socialist countries) rather than income.100 Corresponding to such a residential mix, 
the traditional public places in Asian cities, such as the commercial streets, the temple grounds 
and the native-place associations, are accessible by both the rich and the poor, and serve as the 
only mingling space for different groups. The above phenomenon appears ever more clear in 
socialist cities of the region. 

However, the picture started to change in the late 20th century under the impact of the 
economic growth, the global capitalism behind the growth, and the related Aprivatization@ of pubic 
space (that is, relying on private capital to build on private land facilities which substitute the 
traditional public spaces).101 With a pro-development culture, little public participation in decision 
making, and urgent needs to modernize the economic infrastructure, the governments of 
developing countries in the region always put public space on the back burner except for a few 
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ceremonial settings to serve governmental functions. Privatization became a popular solution in 
Western cities with the uprising of conservative politics since the late 1970s, which further 
reinforced the laissez-faire policy adopted by Asian cities long ago. Finally the collapse of 
orthodox communism in the 90s seemed to vindicate the trend once for all.     

Thus, Asian urbanites who were better off during the economic booms have assembled 
themselves in luxury condominium estates, which are walled (or on top of podiums) with 24-hour 
guards at the gates, and contain gardens, children=s playgrounds, stores and club houses inside the 
compounds.102 Similar changes happened in the downtown urban renewal areas. Traditional 
streets and shophouses were demolished or left as they were in their dilapidated condition, while 
the government focused its attention on how to encourage the construction of more malls, atriums, 
and podium-top plazas in privately developed commercial complexes. 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Figure 7. The deserted roof 
plazas in Marina Square, 
Singapore      
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Supporters of privatization praise the approach for its efficiency in constructing more 
public spaces in a city, especially where the government has failed to deliver. To certain sectors of 
the society, these new public spaces appear comfortable, pleasant and secure. But other observers 
may argue that they are hardly Apublic.@ The less wealthy majority of urban residents are either 
discouraged from or simply denied (based on dress codes, etc.) access to these places by their 
uniformly luxury goods, selected and homogenous clienteles, social surveillance, and remote 
locations from pedestrian routs and poor communities.103 One can find an illustration in the 
contrast between the crowded traditional streets in downtown Singapore and the nearly empty 
podium-top plazas of Marina Square not very far away. Instead of contributing to the unity of a 
cityBa basic function of the public space, the privatized spaces often divide the community by 
their long, blank walls confronting the poorer surrounding areas.  

The unequal accessibility of public space to the poor tends to become especially acute 
during the early stage of economic transformation (which vary in time in different cities). Under 
the impact of global capitalism and its culture, existing value and economic systems (either 
traditional or socialist ones) and the public services they have maintained disintegrate, while new 
ones are yet to be established.104 It is odd to observe that existing public spaces suffer from 
encroachment and negligence as the cities are experiencing their first economic booms.105 

Asian urban residents and design professionals, such as those I recently interviewed in 
Shanghai, largely remain silent about the problem, believing that one cannot and should not resist 
the outcome of the economic forces. The critiques contained in this volume, Chapters 8 and 9 on 
Hong Kong=s public space and Chapter 7 on Hanoi=s redevelopment, may be among the few early 
dissenting voices on the unequal accessibility of new Asian public spaces. Do the failure of 
communism and the success of contemporary Western capitalist societies preclude any debate on 
future social and economic systems?106 Isn=t it dangerous to blindly trust one ideology (such as 
free-market capitalism) in the development of cities? Will a Adualist@ economy stay much longer 
than some expect in most developing countries of this region? Is it wise to neglect the 
time-honored role of public space in enhancing the stability of an urban community? Questions 
raised by these critics deserve serious thought and should not be quickly dismissed as the revival 
of old-fashioned liberal welfarism.            

 
Summaries of Chapters 6-9 

Among the four chapters of Part II, the first two provide detailed studies on how rapid 
economic growth in newly industrialized cities has erased traditional urban fabric and 
homogenized modern construction. In addition to the government=s pro-development stance and 
inflexible planning methods, the authors suggest that the reason for these losses may also lie in the 
design professionals= failure to work within a city=s historic context and to localize the Western 
models in solving functional problems. 

Thus in Chapter 6 on Malaysia, a capitalist economy that boomed during the 1980s up 
until the 1997 financial crisis, Ahmad Bashri Sulaiman and Suhana Shamsuddin witness a 
government blindly promoting private automobile transportation and large shopping centers even 
in the dense historic cores of existing cities. The progress-bent attitude of the government and 
some architectural practices unnecessarily destroyed the old townscape, such as the Afive-foot 
walkways,@ and the rich pedestrian interactions that the traditional urban forms had supported so 
seamlessly.  

One can hear the same problems echoed in socialist Vietnam which is undergoing a 
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staggering transition to a market economy. André Casault observes in Chapter 7 that the 
pre-1975 buildings along the sidewalks, which encourage human interactions between building 
interiors and streets with their low-profiles, large ground-level openings, balconies and other 
similar features, have been rapidly replaced by 5-to-8-story, air-conditioned Ahotels@ with few 
apertures opening into the streets. Such blind imitations of a Western model in urban 
redevelopment irreversibly change the unique street atmosphere and kill the prosperous urban life 
there, not to mention the long-term effect of such a questionable reliance on fossil energy.  

While the above criticism aims at the losing of local identity in public space, the following 
two chapters call readers= attention to the insufficient availability and accessibility of public space 
to the low- and middle-income population. As has been mentioned above in functional identity, to 
many Asian cities the most obvious problem appears to be the need for more public space to be 
used daily by average people. From Hong Kong, one of the mature economic tigers in East Asia, 
Charlie Q.L. Xue and Kevin K.K. Manuel point out in Chapter 8 that the existing provision of 
public space is drastically disproportionate to the territory=s phenomenal wealth, in fact even 
worse than in the much poorer mainland Chinese cities. According to them, the pro-development 
culture in the society and the government=s laissez-faire policies in planning and regulating the 
supply of public space are mainly to blame.   

Even when a public space is constructed, bad management of the space can still prevent 
the public from using it. In Chapter 9 Alexander Cuthbert and Keith McKinnell criticize the 
privatization of Hong Kong=s public space at the cost of true public ownership. They analyze how 
the former colonial government=s bureaucratic power and the materialistic aspect of local culture 
together had created legal and institutional loopholes which awarded developers with a big bonus 
for their construction of Acivic@ spaces only to allow the corporate building owners retain control 
over people=s activities in these spaces. 

The various problems of Asia Pacific public space can find more evidences (if only briefly 
stated) from chapters in other parts of the book. For instance, Chapter 1 describes how industrial 
buildings and highways ruined Tokyo=s waterfront public areas in the 1960s economic boom. 
Chapter 3 illustrates the Adownsizing@ of traditional plazas by unregulated commercial activities 
in the Philippines= post-Marcos economic recovery. Chapter 11 lists the ills of Manila=s 
dysfunctional urban spaces created by the government=s simple-minded functionalist planning 
prior to the 1990s. Chapter 17 examines the sustainability of the energy-dependent solutions 
proposed for Singapore=s New Downtown. Criticisms in these reports ring a bell. Some of the 
symptoms appear very similar to those which old Western cities experienced during their postwar 
modernization. It is no surprise to find that Jane Jacobs, the leading critic of Modernist planning 
in North America during the 1960s, again serves as the theoretical backer for many authors in this 
book.       

 
7. Perspective Three: Major Trends in Design and Theory  

The current planning and design of new public space in Asia Pacific cities present a 
dominating mainstream which emphasizes the application of proven Western design models and a 
very small minority which explore innovations. Let us first examine the former that is responsible 
for the contemporary urbanscape we see in the region. Widely adopted by established local 
architectural firms, state-owned design institutes, and visiting Western consultants, the approach 
can be best illustrated by the project statement, prepared by a planner from a major US 
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architectural practice, for the redevelopment of Fort Bonifacio, Manila: 
The Bonifacio Master Plan concept takes its inspiration from the best elements of cities, 
gardens and monuments from around the world, synthesizing them into a unique plan. The 
density and street grid of New York City, the broad axial boulevards of Paris, the skywalks 
of Hong Kong, the transit systems of Frankfurt and London, the parking arrangements of 
Barcelona and Minneapolis, as well as the picturesque landscape of English gardens and 
American parks all show the breadth of design issues considered and the commitment of 
those involved to learn from the past.107 

In one word, the underlying philosophy of this school finds nothing wrong in replicating 
successful precedents from the West for they may embody lessons universally valid to all cities in 
the process of industrialization. AEven if it is possible to ascribe to such or such a country or 
culture the invention of writing, printing, the steam engine, etc.,@ as Ricoeur predicted, Aan 
invention rightfully belongs to mankind as a whole. Sooner or later it creates an irreversible 
situation for everyone; its spread may be delayed but not totally prevented.@108 Why should one 
reinvent the wheel, especially when fast economic growth and urbanization allows no extra time? 
Ignoring universal lessons in the name of cultural peculiarity has also proved to be risky, as 
evidenced in the field of financial management by the region=s economic downturn since 1997.109 
In addition, the existing social and cultural differences between Asian and Western cities are 
diminishing. Aided by jet-plane travels and electronic mass media, contemporary Asian urban 
residents have been well exposed to and quickly assimilating the Western life style into their own 
culture. In many cases, the above convictions of the design professionals merely echo the clients= 
and the general sentiment of their societies. For example, during the planning stage of Lujiazui 
Central Finance District (Shanghai=s new CBD), the then Mayor Zhu Rongji scrapped the local 
planners= scheme and invited four well-known international architects in 1992 to compete for a 
new master plan. None of them had worked in China. It was intended that they would produce 
their entries after a one-week stay in Shanghai, drawing mainly from their expertise on European 
cities.110 

However, the actual implementation of the mainstream thinking often turns out to be far 
more complex than it sounds. Appadurai pointed out this correctly: Aglobalization does not 
necessarily or even frequently imply homogenization or Americanization, and to the extent that 
different societies appropriate the materials of modernity differently, there is still ample room for 
the deep study of specific geographies, histories, and languages.@ As reported by the last two 
chapters of this volume (on the GigaWorld in Kuala Lumpur and Singapore=s New Downtown), 
local climate, topography, land price, politics and many other factors will often deny an outright 
imitation, demanding compromises in details and alternations often leading to unexpected 
directions. (In the Lujiazui project mentioned above, eventually none of the Astar@ architects= plans 
was used due to their conflicts with existing infrastructure and land leases, but some of their ideas 
were incorporated into the once scraped Shanghainess= plan.)  

The degree of success in using this approach, therefore, depends on whether a designer can 
consciously and creatively adjust a foreign prototype or defensively patch up a solution which 
barely works. The designs of high-rise, residential-commercial complexes in Singapore since the 
1970s obviously model themselves after a Western concept. But in place of the empty, decorative 
atrium and the single retail floor at the ground level enclosed by glass curtains, the Singaporean 
buildings have atriums filled with pedlars= pavilions and sidewalk-like spaces on the second and 
third floors of their podiums. The Askywalk@ has one side open to the exterior and another lined up 
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with shops. These alternations work much better to accommodate the relocated open-air hawkers 
economically in a dense, tropical city.111 

In contrast to the mainstream corporate and governmental practices, a small number of 
architects, planners, and theoreticians in the region have been working hard to develop new design 
models unique to the contemporary Asia Pacific context. Instead of ignoring or downplaying the 
disparities between the local conditions and the Western models, this approach zooms in and 
makes a big issue out of any such difference, be it in climate, culture, or existing urban form. It is 
difficult to locate all the experiments because designers are notorious for their lack of interest in 
writing, not to mention the scarcity of English literature on urban design in this region (except for 
Japan). Meanwhile, most of the designers= ideas have been realized only to a very limited extent 
for, unlike an architectural innovation which can be manifested even in a small house, a public 
space usually takes up a civic center or an entire street which requires a community=s consensus 
on its new design concept. Understandably, the creative activities concentrate in countries where 
sustained economic growth and stable social conditions support cultural explorations. Hence, 
below is only a partial account, covering the movements most noticeable in the past three decades. 
All of them primarily aimed at the creation of distinctive local identities in form and function, 
some also addressed the issue of sustainability and public involvement in design.  
 
(1) The AGrey@ Relationship between the Public and the Private 

As mentioned before, one of the basic characteristics of Asian urban public space is its 
ambiguous boundary. Japanese architect Kisho Kurokawa observed that the Western architectural 
tradition tends to see a boundary as merely a demarcation line and the focus of its attention is on 
the two areas separated by the boundary. For example, only a simple stone wall, punctured with 
small windows, stands between a typical Italian piazza (or street) and the indoor spaces next to it. 
In traditional Japanese architecture and urbanism, on the contrary, the boundary receives unusual 
attention and is treated as Aan intervening space between the inside and the outsideBa sort of third 
world between interior and exterior.@112 Far from being marginal, the transitional zone actually 
becomes a heavily used, multi-functional area due to its versatile nature (such as roofed but 
without walls, or vice versa). Just like the engawa (veranda) surrounding a Japanese house, 
similar space exists between a traditional Japanese street (roji) and the buildings flanking it. The 
building facades of slicing lattice doors and curtains easily allow for indoor activities to spill into 
the street or the other way around. Kurokawa believed that such a Asymbiotic@relationship between 
the public and the private Arepresents a typically Asian attitude toward space,@ which responds 
much better to the human desire for simultaneous satisfaction of multiple needs.113  

Without duplicating any traditional form, Kurokawa recreated such Agrey@ spaces between 
streets and buildings in several public and commercial projects which otherwise displayed a 
typical International style in their details and materials. Examples include the semi-public plaza 
under a 30-meter high roof in the Head Office Building of the Fukuoka Bank (1975), the narrow 
open-air alley cutting through the Daito Insurance Building, Fukuoka (1978), and the courtyard in 
the Wagi City Hall (1975) enclosed by walls with large openings toward the street. The concept of 
a semi-open, semi-public plaza underneath a building has gained numerous applications in the 
region because the new spatial type also responds well to the land shortage of many Asian cities. 
In the tropical Southeast Asia, the concept fulfils an additional need for protection from the sun 
and rain.   

Fumihiko Maki, another Japanese architect, approached the ambiguous boundary of public 
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space in a different path. He noticed that in crowded traditional Japanese cities, spaces are often 
differentiated according to the concept of oku. Rather than the plaza in front of a mansion in a 
Western city, oku creates a layered structure at the boundary so that a space reveals itself to the 
outside viewers only indirectly, half-hidden or momentarily (while the viewers approach it), thus 
Agiving a sense of depth to relatively narrow spaces.@114 Using Modernist, geometric architectural 
compositions and industrial materials (ranging from raw concrete to sheet metal), Maki realized 
the ancient principle in his Hillside Terrace development, Tokyo (1969-1992). In this project 
which flanks a 200-meter stretch of a busy street, atriums, miniature plazas, and an ancient burial 
mound parallel with or puncture the linear commercial buildings fronting the street, providing a 
circuitous transition from the sidewalk to a quiet zone of apartments and homes sitting further 
away from the street. The Hillside Terrace is one of the few true urban design projects in the 
region that were built based on experimental ideas.  
 

  
 
Figure 8. The layered transition--looking from the public sidewalk toward the inside of the block 
in Hillside Terrace, Tokyo   

 
(2) The Transformation of Traditional Typology 

In addition to abstract concepts and philosophies, the long and rich histories of Asia 
Pacific cities have left behind many physical models (or Atypes@) of public spaces. Some of these 
types or some aspects of a type remain valid solutions in today=s urban contexts. It makes sense 
that contemporary Asia Pacific architects draw inspiration from their valuable heritages to show a 
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continuity of local culture and to create a more harmonious relationship between the forms of 
preserved historic sections and new constructions in their cities. Since a type only specifies the 
general spatial structure, borrowing ideas from a traditional typology does not exclude the use of 
modern construction technology and material. Two good examples immediately come to mind in 
this regard. In both cases the designers mutated the historic types to accommodate new building 
functions, while maintaining general characteristics of the original spatial composition which 
were deemed beneficial to contemporary urban life. 

Si-he-yuan or courtyard house becomes synonymous with Beijing=s traditional 
neighborhoods. It improves the microclimate and provides an open space (often planted) 
immediately accessible by the residents, making the extensively built-up residential areas actually 
very livable. In the overcrowded modern Beijing, however, most courtyard houses are occupied by 
people who no longer belong to one extended family, as was in history, thus generating privacy 
problems. A majority of the old houses are in a dilapidated condition beyond repair, their 
single-story form also fails to accommodate the pressure of increased population. Therefore, the 
simple-minded urban renewals since the mid-1970s have replaced acres of courtyard houses with 
mid- and high-rise apartment buildings in a barrack layout, endangering the preservation of the 
unique identity of the historic core area. Facing this dilemma, the Chinese planner Wu Liangyong 
developed a new spatial organization derived from the traditional type, and has been 
implementing it in an 8.2-hectare block called Ju=er Hutong since 1989. Wu=s scheme maintains 
the general spatial structure of the courtyards, waving the development seamlessly into historic 
urban fabric. Meanwhile, the new courtyard, now surrounded by modern apartments, is 
transformed into a truly public space. It Afacilitates neighborhood communication through the 
provision of intimate and well-defined communal space@ in a Chinese city which traditionally 
lacks nodal public spaces (see the basic characteristics of Asian cities before).115 The two- to 
three-story apartments in each compound are screened from the courtyard (e.g., by tiny yards) for 
privacy and together they achieve a density equivalent to that of the conventional six-story 
walk-ups. 

Earlier I mentioned that even though traditional Asian cities do not have plaza-like spaces, 
small nodal spaces do exist to provide more static settings for public gatherings. Examples of such 
nodes include the courtyards in a Buddhist temple or a guildhall in a Chinese city. The temple 
grounds is a walled compound which includes formal and informal spaces to be used as a 
sanctuary, meeting place, open-air theater, lodging facility, and even public garden. This 
traditional type of public place is revived in the modern Amemorials@ all over the major cities of 
Taiwan. Examples include the National Sun Yat-sen Memorial (by Wang Ta-hung, 1972) and the 
Chiang Kai-shek Memorial (by Yang Cho-cheng, 1980) in Taipei, and the Municipal Chiang 
Kai-shek Cultural Center in Kaohsiung (by Wang Chao-fan, 1995).116 Unlike the Western concept 
which does not allow the sacred tangled with the mundane and always keeps open views from the 
streets next to a monument, a Taiwanese memorial contains a national figure=s shrine in the front 
of a symmetrical building, and a library, a gallery, auditoriums and other public cultural facilities 
at the sides and back of the same building. Standing within a walled site, the building is 
complemented by ceremonial plazas on its axis and leisure gardens at the sides. Just like the 
temple grounds, the new type works very well in a modern high-density city. The hierarchical 
layout allocates rituals and popular activities within a relatively compact area, without symbolic 
and physical interferences either among them or between the site and the crowded city outside. 
Patronized by common people all around the clock, the facility stays alive and its sacred meaning 
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is compounded. 
 
(3) Indigenous Decoration, Color and Material in New Application   

To the Asian public, the most alienating aspect of a Western Modernist design probably is 
its appearance, the absence of any decoration, the cold materials of steel, glass and raw concrete, 
and the black-grey-white color scheme. A public building dressed in such a style looks more like a 
spaceship that accidentally landed in front of an Asia Pacific townscape which is always filled 
with lights, colors, and assorted ornaments. The disparity in taste may be rooted in both culture 
and economic condition, for it takes a Western art education (probably abroad) to appreciate the 
aesthetics promoted by the Museum of Modern Art in New York. Contrary to the conventional 
wisdom, it is this superficial aspect of an urban form that has been most difficult to localize. Too 
many quick fixes have failed for they merely attach indigenous architectural motifs on an 
otherwise orthodox Modern building, producing the kitsch images we saw in the works of the 
1980s Postmodernist school. With the high-tech and ADeconstructivist@ styles popular in current 
Western architecture, fewer experimental architects in the region dare to do anything colorful and 
decorative for fear of being labeled as provincial and backward.  
 

 
 
Figure 9. The decorations and colors reflecting local culture in the Tung-san River Water Park, 
Taiwan. 
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In this regard, it is illuminating to look into the many public buildings and parks designed 
by Team Zoo, a Japanese practice, which sets up an example of breaking the taboo. The 
integration of local culture in their designs appears authentic because their efforts started at the 
basic concept of a project. For example, the general composition of the Nakijin Community 
Center in Okinawa (1975), which unifies freestanding spaces under a huge, planted roof, came 
into being not from any established model (including formularized Aindigenous@ style), but from 
considerations of local climate, surrounding landscape, and residents= wishes, which the architects 
learned through extensive public participation and on-site investigation. As the most memorable 
aspect of their works, the basic building form is then executed in indigenous materials (such as the 
special concrete blocks and seashell-inlayed finish in Okinawa), embellished with symbols from 
local legends (such as the 56 different ceramic lions on the facade of the Nago City Hall, 1981), 
and drenched in popular colors (such as the bright, Afunky@ tones in the Tung-san River Water 
Park, Taiwan, 1994). These ornaments and colors are not added-on afterthoughts, but natural 
accentuations of a consistent process to express the firm=s Adesire that the architecture reflects the 
locality where it stands.@117 Some observers may feel Team Zoo=s works unabashedly Avulgar,@ but 
few can deny that they are original and very much at home in the modern vernacular environment 
of most Asia Pacific communities.  
 
(4) The Tropical Public Place  

If indigenous cultures inspire East Asian architects in their quest for a local identity of the 
public places, the year-round hot and rainy weather of Southeast Asia which is very different from 
that of Europe and North America provides clues for designers of the subregion. As the 
architectural critic Chris Abel observed, many contemporary Southeast Asian architects have 
come to the conclusion that for their designs to gain unique characteristics, Aat the very least, it 
should be a tropical architecture, responsive to and expressive of its geographical and climatic 
situation.@118  

The Malaysian architect Ken Yeang has spent years on the study of what he called 
Averandahway,@a covered walkway continuing along the fronts of traditional shophouses in the old 
cities of the region. It is part of the privately-owned buildings, but used as a public sidewalk. 
Spread from southern China to Malaysia and Indonesia since the 18th century and even sanctioned 
by colonial building ordinances as the Afive-foot walkway,@ this type of public space gains its 
popularity by allowing people to wander from one store to another without suffering from the 
burning sunlight and frequent downpours during the rainy season, while still enjoying the natural 
ventilation. The area also serves as a local residents= social place, an inexpensive setting for 
peddlers to make a living, and a buffer zone between the noisy street and the interiors. However, 
the Modern buildings erected during the urban redevelopment are eradicating the verandahway by 
their enclosed building forms, wide setbacks from the sidewalk, and frequent parking entrances 
interrupting the continuity of the walkway, resulting in an environment depending on 
air-conditioning and automobiles. To make the Malaysian city not only distinctive in regional 
identity but also environmentally sustainable, Yeang proposed in 1987 to reintroduce the 
traditional device back into contemporary urban design to create Aan overall pattern of 
verandahways as a pedestrian network.@ With unlimited variations such as multi-leveled structures 
or bridges over the street, the covered walkway can be either added on existing buildings or as a 
preestablished framework with buildings plugged on it later, thus acting as Aa strong urban 
organizing device that returns the street to the pedestrian as against the motorcar.@119 Although 
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Yeang has built many sustainable designs of high-rise buildings, his idea of an entire city 
integrated with the verandahway system remains to be realized. 

Parallel with Yeang=s research on the revival of a traditional tropical urban form (and in 
fact with communication between each other), the Singaporean architect Tay Kheng Soon has 
explored a regional version of the city model originated from the Anorthern@ Modernist camp. In 
the theoretical design of the Intelligent Tropical City (1988) and Kampong Bugis Development 
Guide Plan, Singapore (1989), Tay maintained the Modernist composition of high-rise buildings 
above multi-leveled podiums to achieve a high density appropriate to the land-scarce city-state. 
But the similarity stopped here and new ideas emerged to address the tropical climate. Various 
shading devices, such as trellises, hanging nets or simply buildings on stilts, floated above the 
coutyards inside urban blocks, plazas on the podiums, and rooftop terraces, providing sun 
protection without preventing the wind from going through them. Luxuriant plants grew on the 
shading planes and the vertical surfaces around the public spaces to produce evaporative cooling 
for the microclimate, absorb radiant heat and dust, reduce glares, and create visually attractive 
enclosures. Tay=s schemes even went beyond mere physical forms by adding policy suggestions 
which would require residents to recycle rain water and waste heat (from air-conditioning, etc.). 
For example, some of the shading panels in these schemes are also solar energy collectors. Even 
though none of Tay=s two urban proposals were accepted by the government client, the tropical 
design language of Aline,@ Amesh@ and Ashade@ which he suggested to replace Athe ghost of 
Northern box aesthetics@ proves to be a contribution to Asia Pacific design professionals= efforts 
in searching for a regional identity of urban space.120 
 
Summaries of Chapters 10-17 

If Part II (and I partially) about existing problems sound dire, the eight chapters in Part III 
of this book show an upbeat spirit by presenting a variety of solutions, currently prepared by Asia 
Pacific and international design professionals and developers. Some of them apply the same 
principles described above to new settings, while others put forth ideas in unexplored territories.  
As one can sense from the general picture surveyed above, the best strategy probably lies not in 
superstitious beliefs in either the almighty Western models or the so-called AAsian values,@ but 
instead in examining facts objectively and solving problems with whatever tested measures, be 
they Eastern, Western or a hybrid. The following proposals all contain this flexibility. 

To reflect the cross-disciplinary nature of urban design, our presentation will start from the 
philosophical level (Chapter 10), pass through the field of planning (Chapter 11), dwell on 
particular design models aiming at local functional problems (Chapters 12 and 13) and formal 
identities (Chapters 14 and 15) for a while, and end at two case studies of major urban 
redevelopment projects on the drafting boards (Chapters 16 and 17).  

Chris Abel=s Chapter 10 ably opens the discussion with a general framework for future 
urban development. In his theory of  Aparallel development@ Abel argues that, instead of any 
clean-cut model,  the new Asian cities will simultaneously embrace a number of development 
paths, such as the Avernacular,@ the Acolonial,@ the Ahigh-tech,@ and the Aecological@ ones. Among 
them there will also be interactions and amalgamations. He uses several architectural and urban 
examples in Southeast Asia, like the slim towers, to show how multiple determinants, such as a 
universal business building type and local climatic concerns, can be fused together in one creative 
solution. 

The success of a public place design starts at sound planning, such as the right selections 
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of location, function, and development strategy. Chapter 11 by Grace C. Ramos introduces a new 
planning philosophy that has triumphed in the Philippines since the early 1990s and explains its 
resultant manifestations in public space. In contrast with the previous practice, the new approach 
recognizes interaction across municipal boundaries, linkages between physical and social/ 
economic planning, and the role of market forces in guiding urban development. 

To an avant-guard urban designer in the West, the top-priority issues in Asian public 
spaceBtraffic congestion and limited social spaceBmay seem mundane. But solving these problems 
in the Asian context takes no less creativity than that needed for inventing a new formal 
composition.121 Using the Bangkok Plan completed by his MIT team in 1996, Gary Hack argues 
in Chapter 12 that, instead of the decentralization favored by many planners, an increasing share 
of service industries in Asian urban economies actually demands larger cities. However, he states 
that the expansion should be concentrated in selected high-density subcenters around the core of 
the city. And all these should be served by an efficient mass transit and road system to conquer 
problems such as the inaccessible superblocks in Bangkok.      

In Chapter 13, Pu Miao looks at the unique problems related to high-density and linear 
public space, two common characteristics of Chinese and other Asian cities. He proposes six 
urban design strategies responsive to Asian culture and urban reality, such as the use of the 
courtyard, the paved park, and the multi-layered street edge, to address the needs for efficient land 
use, nodal social settings, environmental legibility and others. 

In addition to satisfying the functional needs, Asia Pacific cities are also struggling with 
their formal identity. Chapter 14 by Barry Bell contributes a method for establishing indigenous 
models to the discussion. He demonstrates how original, site-specific, and subtle principles of 
composition can be discerned from the everyday local environment in a small Thai city, ranging 
from its temples to a multi-use airport runway, through the use of his sensitive, nearly 
phenomenological observation. 

In Chapter 15, Schun Hagiwara addresses the identity issue by sharing his design 
experience in the redevelopment of a traditional district in post-bubble Tokyo. Instead of imitating 
historical architecture or producing a faceless Modern high-rise scheme, he creates an alley-like 
space with otherwise very contemporary architectural composition. With the help of additional 
design measures, the alley recalls the one in the existing urban morphology and carries on the 
community=s spiritual heritage. 

The last two chapters of this volume present the optimistic accounts of two significant 
urban design projects recently revealed in the Asia Pacific region. Chapter 16 describes author 
David Chew=s brainchild, the KL LinearCity, a multi-use mega-structure hovering above a 
12-kilometer stretch of Kuala Lumpur=s Klang River. Two kilometers of it will be dedicated to a 
public recreational center called GigaWorld. With its first phase to be completed at the beginning 
of the 21st century, the project will Aelevate@ Kuala Lumpur Ato the status of a global city@ and 
strengthen its position in the contest to become a premier regional business center.   

It is no wonder that, as one of the competitors, Singapore in 1996 also announced a 
proposal for the construction of a New Downtown on reclaimed land near the existing CBD. 
Chapter 17 by Jeffrey K.H. Chan analyzes the plan and identifies several innovative concepts, 
such as the sequential urban spaces, the assorted pedestrian systems (at the levels from the 30th 
floor to the underground), and the development procedures emphasizing cooperation between the 
public and private sectors. 
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8. Conclusion 

 Which direction will the development of public places in Asia Pacific cities take in the 
new millennium? A few clues may be drawn from the above survey according to my personal 
observation: (1) The general appearance of Asian urban space, such as the increasing building 
heights, the functional zones, the multi-leveled transportation system, and the architectural images, 
will probably more and more resemble those of the Ainternational@ model due to both the powerful 
presence of the Western culture and certain universal validity of the model for all industrial cities. 
(2) Still, there will be enough room in the micro (but no less important) aspects of the 
environment, such as those on the scale of a block or a building, to allow Asian cities to 
distinguish themselves from others. (3) This distinction will probably have more to do with the 
functional needs of contemporary Asian urban societies (with their current cultures, available 
technologies, etc.) rather than any historic architectural forms, even though some of the traditional 
morphological urban forms will stay because several physical constraints (such as the high density, 
scarcity of land, climate, etc.) have not changed significantly. (4) This distinction will be probably 
more visible in basic spatial structure rather than in architectural motifs, building material, and 
other surface treatments. (5) This distinction will be mainly the result of unconscious, incremental 
actions by the entire society over a long period of time, even though designers= and scholars= 
purposeful pursuits may help to detect trends and distill new models.  

In one word, the development will be full of unexpected twists evolving out of today=s 
professional concepts. Better or worse, future Asian public places will exhibit many unpredictable 
fusions of past and present or of local behaviors and universal technologies. The making of public 
places in the 21st-century Asia Pacific cities will prove itself a puzzling but also exciting 
endeavor, demanding more debates and more prompt sharing of knowledge as we have done in 
this volume.   
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